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VINCENNES [L-H] - 22 January 
Race 1 - PRIX DE MAISONS-LAFFITTE -  2175m WALK-UP A40 Harness. Purse EUR €50,000. 

1. JEFFERSONIA MAG - 0.25L behind Jeegha Pride in an easier course autostart eleven days ago. More 

required upped in class. 

2. JUNON - Fair sixth in the G2 Prix Gelinotte here over 2700m a fortnight ago. In the mix. 

3. JEEGHA PRIDE - Won both autostarts at a lower level. More needed raised in class returning to a walk up 

but progressing nicely. 

4. JOYCE BEAUTY - Held sixth behind a couple of these 22 days ago. Unlikely to reverse form. 

5. JASMINE D'OUILLY - Seventh before a pair of these rivals on reappearance here. Fitter now and expected 

to improve with front pads on. 

6. JOYFUL DIVA - Completed a runner-up hat-trick in this company here behind Joke. Thereabouts. 

7. JOY TO GIS - Fourth behind two of these in the same grade here earlier in the month. Frame prospect. 

8. JOKE - Won all three completed starts including easily beating many of these here earlier in the month. 

Top chance. 

Summary: JOKE (8) remains an exciting prospect after winning all three completed starts. Easily won at this 
track ahead of the re-opposing JOYFUL DIVA (6) and is likely to prove tough to beat. The latter is consistent 
and ought to be involved at the finish. JUNON (2) ran sixth in the G2 Prix Gelinotte here. Expected to measure 
up at this lower standard. JOY TO GIS (7) finished fourth behind the main two selections last time. Frame 
chance. 

Selections 

JOKE (8) - JOYFUL DIVA (6) - JUNON (2) - JOY TO GIS (7)  
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Race 2 - PRIX DE DARNETAL -  2700m WALK-UP E19 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. IKA JOSSELYN - Down the field in this class here eighteen days ago. Others easily preferred. 

2. IDRA DE BEYLEV - Held seventh in this company here eight days ago. Not expected to trouble the 

principles. 

3. IXXE PILE - Dual walk up winner on left-handed tracks but down the field here before a break. May improve. 

4. IRIANE - Placed in this company here earlier in the month. Consider with shoes removed. 

5. INKA DU VIVIER - Won both walk ups before mixed autostart form. Leading hope without front shoes for 

the first time. 

6. INTERACTIVE - Improved fourth at this standard here eighteen days ago. Each-way appeal with a new 

shoeing combination. 

7. IMPULSE LADY - Sixth in the same grade here three starts ago. More needed to gain a second career 

victory. 

8. IN RACE LORRAINE - Failed to complete in three of previous three starts. Hard to trust. 

9. INTENSE DES VAUX - 4L fourth in this class three back at Mauquenchy. Place claims. 

10. INDIANAPOLIS - Sixth first up at this venue. Not out of the place chances for a jockey with a good record 

here. 

11. ISIS DE ROSE - One win from 33 starts and back-to-back DQ tempers enthusiasm. 

12. IRIS COURTOISE - Improved fifth at this track eight days ago. Among the place contenders with shoes 

removed. 

13. IVAJALE - Placed at Chartres before a held seventh in this class here. More needed. 

14. INDIA SEA - Solid third behind a subsequent winner after winning on reappearance. Top chance. 

15. ISA DE TOUCHYVON - Dramatic improvement to land a double at Lyon-Parilly last month. Major appeal 

with a new shoeing combination. 

Summary: INDIA SEA (14) scored on reappearance before a fine third behind a subsequent winner. Expected 
to go close in a winnable event. ISA DE TOUCHYVON (15) delivered huge improvement to complete a double 
at Lyon-Parilly. Major contender if in the same form. INKA DU VIVIER (5) is unbeaten in two walk ups. Can 
bounce back to form with a new shoeing combination. INTERACTIVE (6) is among the each-way players after 
a better effort last time. 

Selections 

INDIA SEA (14) - ISA DE TOUCHYVON (15) - INKA DU VIVIER (5) - INTERACTIVE (6)  
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Race 3 - PRIX DE BREST -  2850m WALK-UP HCP E Harness. Purse EUR €90,000. 

1. TJACKO ZAZ - Runner-up ahead of a subsequent winner in a course autostart last month. Talented but a 

tough spot up in class. 

2. DREAMER DE CHENU - Completed a course place double six days ago. Another frame chance with a 

good record barefoot. 

3. EPSOM D'HERFRAIE - Completed a course walk-up hat-trick in easier company last month. Top chance 

with an outstanding track and trip record. 

4. MARCELLO WIBB - Fourth successive victory when beating Tjacko Zaz here last month. Notable runner 

with a strong record barefoot. 

5. SOBEL CONWAY - Sixth behind a pair of these rivals last moth. More required. 

6. DOUCEUR DU CHENE - Consistent are who ran back-to-back seconds at this venue. Consider with a top 

record without shoes. 

7. VALZER DI POGGIO - Sixth in an easier course walk up 61 days ago. Best watched on stable debut with 

the yard out of form. 

8. VICTOR FERM - Completed a driven double in easier company earlier this term. Fully tested. 

9. FREYJA DU PONT - Good third behind Cleangame in the G2 Finale du Gnt on penultimate outing. Poor 

stable form is a concern. 

10. ECHO DE CHANLECY - Fair fifth in the G3 Prix Jean Dumouch here last month. Each-way chance. 

11. CALINA - Fourth behind a subsequent winner in a course autostart earlier this month. Place appeal. 

12. FALCAO DE LAURMA - Below par in all four outings this term. Prefer to watch. 

13. DUEL DU GERS - Fair seventh in the G3 Prix du Forez last week. One to note with a good record at this 

distance. 

14. ECLAT DE GLOIRE - Sixth behind Cleangame in the G2 Finale du Gnt two starts ago. Placing at best. 

15. CE BELLO ROMAIN - Three consecutive Group placings since resuming. Firmly in the mix with a driver 

who excels at this track. 

16. CLEANGAME - Outstanding win machine who scored in the G2 Finale du Gnt. Sensational record barefoot 

and tough to beat if completing. 

Summary: CLEANGAME (16) continues to dominant driven events with an outstanding overall record of 42 
victories from 62 runs including a 1.25 success in the G2 Finale du Gnt. Hard to beat with an incredible record 
barefoot. CE BELLO ROMAIN (15) could chase the selection home after completing a hat-trick of placings in 
Group company. Thereabouts. EPSOM D'HERFRAIE (3) arrives in top form after three straight course walk 
up wins. Keep safe. MARCELLO WIBB (4) boasts a strong record without shoes and must be included while 
in such good form. DUEL DU GERS (13) is consistent and completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

CLEANGAME (16) - CE BELLO ROMAIN (15) - EPSOM D'HERFRAIE (3) - MARCELLO WIBB (4) - DUEL 
DU GERS (13)  
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Race 4 - PRIX DE DOUVRES -  2700m WALK-UP C139 Harness. Purse EUR €51,000. 

1. GOOD NEWS - Failed to complete in an easier course walk up last week. Hard to fancy. 

2. GRAINE DES MOLLES - Back-to-back DQ since resuming. Not entirely dismissed on previous solid placed 

form if completing. 

3. GALAXIE D'HAVANE - Unplaced in all three driven outings. Impossible to recommend after a lengthy 

absence. 

4. GITANE DU BOIS - Seventh behind a few of these rivals in this company 20 days ago. More required but 

Eric Raffin takes over. 

5. GALACTEE DE CHENU - Maintained excellent placed form with a second behind Guiness D'Herfraie here 

earlier in the month. Strong contender. 

6. GO GO GIGI - DQ in previous couple of similar driven outings. Not ruled out at attractive odds if completing. 

7. GIANINA BELLA - First and second in previous couple of autostarts at this level. Major claims for a driver 

in excellent form. 

8. GANA DE LIGNY - Unbeaten in both course and journey starts including a strong run to win here last 

month. Key player. 

9. GRAVURE GEMA - Closely matched with a few of these from previous two placings here. Thereabouts. 

10. GALILEE DES PRES - Held eighth behind a few of these here 20 days ago. Others preferred. 

11. GUINESS D'HERFRAIE - Dramatic improvement without shoes to land a similar course walk up at the 

start of this month. Leading contender if replicating. 

12. GLAMOUR QUEEN - Placed in previous two starts here in this company. Genuine chance with a good 

record over track and trip. 

13. GLOIRE DU LUPIN - In the process of going close in stronger course company two back before a late 

DQ. Firmly in the mix. 

14. GAGNANTE MESLOISE - Yet to reach the frame in ten course outings. Unlikely to feature. 

15. GREAT TIGRESS - Could improve dropping in class after showing a modicum of form since resuming. 

Summary: GANA DE LIGNY (8) is unbeaten in both track and trip runs and is likely to offer a bold showing 
after a determined winning effort here. GIANINA BELLA (7) maintains consistent form including reaching the 
frame in her previous pair of autostarts at this standard. Genuine contender for a driver in top form. GALACTEE 
DE CHENU (5) ran second behind GUINESS D'HERFRAIE (11) on last start. Consistent and hard to keep out 
of the places. The latter improved dramatically to win without shoes latest. Not guaranteed to replicate but a 
huge threat if allowed an easy lead. 

Selections 

GANA DE LIGNY (8) - GIANINA BELLA (7) - GALACTEE DE CHENU (5) - GUINESS D'HERFRAIE (11)  
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Race 5 - PRIX D'AGEN -  2700m WALK-UP B125 Harness. Purse EUR €51,000. 

1. HAPPY STORY - DQ in an easier course walk up 20 days ago. Opposed. 

2. HINAYA DE SIMM - Plenty to prove after three straight failures to complete.  

3. HAPPY VALLEY - Rapid improver who has won her previous three course starts in easier company. Major 

claims. 

4. HELENA BAROSSO - Infrequent winner who improved into third behind Halicia Bella here twelve days 

ago. Place. 

5. HEROINE DU CITRUS - Arrives in top mounted form but likely to come up short returning to driven 

company. 

6. HARLEY DE GUEZ - Fourth behind a pair of these in easier company at this track. Likely to find a few too 

strong. 

7. HIGHNESS QUICK - Dual course and distance winner but down the field in both course starts this term. 

Step forward required. 

8. HURELLA - Consistent type who improved to win at this level here last month. Notable candidate. 

9. HUNTER VALLEY - Held eighth in this company here 20 days previously. Others readily preferred. 

10. HALICIA BELLA - Excellent record at this venue including scoring in determined fashion here twelve days 

ago. Key player. 

11. HARLEY DE LAUMAC - Fair form without placing at the same level this term. Others have stronger claims. 

Summary: HURELLA (8) built on solid driven form to win in this company here last month. Top chance for a 
leading trainer with further progress within reach. HAPPY VALLEY (3) continues her rapid ascent after a four-
timer including three straight course victories. Could take this class rise in her stride. HALICIA BELLA (10) 
looks ideally placed to go close after a determined success at this venue. Boasts an excellent track record. 
HELENA BAROSSO (4) could place if delivering best. HARLEY DE GUEZ (6) may sneak into the frame. 

Selections 

HURELLA (8) - HAPPY VALLEY (3) - HALICIA BELLA (10) - HELENA BAROSSO (4) - HARLEY DE 
GUEZ (6)  
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Race 6 - PRIX DE PARDIEU -  2175m WALK-UP Monte. Purse EUR €120,000. 

1. IDOLA PHEDO - Dual mounted winner but would need to step up considerably to be involved at this lofty 

standard. 

2. ILONA DES MOYEUX - Placed in a weaker course mounted affair earlier in the month. Unlikely to feature. 

3. INES D'HERMES - Strong start to her mounted career with four wins from seven attempts. Raised in grade 

but could place. 

4. INDIA DE BANVILLE - Well-held eighth in the G1 Prix de Vincennes last month. Ideally placed eased in 

class without shoes for the first time. 

5. ICARUS OF CITRUS - Arrives in top form after back-to-back frame visits here. Among the each-way 

prospects. 

6. ISILDUR PAULOIS - Runner-up in the G3 Prix Urgent before a DQ at Group One level here. Notable runner. 

7. INDIGO DU PORET - Consistent mounted performer who ran third in the G1 Prix de Vincennes. Consider. 

8. INOUI DANICA - Sixth behind a pair of these rivals in the G1 Prix de Vincennes. Place chance. 

9. IDEALE DU CHENE - Outstanding 8L winner of the G1 Prix de Vincennes ahead of Indigo Du Poret. The 

one to beat. 

10. ICI C'EST PARIS - Completed a mounted Group Two double before a fifth in the G1 Prix de Vincennes. 

Strong favourite that day and expected to bounce back. 

Summary: IDEALE DU CHENE (9) delivered an excellent 8L success to make all in the G1 Prix de Vincennes. 
Ideally placed to complete a mounted double if replicating. ICI C'EST PARIS (10) was a strong favourite in the 
aforementioned contest before a held fifth. Capable of bouncing back with an imperious mounted record. 
INDIGO DU PORET (7) ran third behind the main selection latest. Solid frame chance. ICARUS OF CITRUS 
(5) holds place aspirations. 

Selections 

IDEALE DU CHENE (9) - ICI C'EST PARIS (10) - INDIGO DU PORET (7) - ICARUS OF CITRUS (5)  
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Race 7 - PRIX DE GRANVILLE -  2700m WALK-UP C301 Harness. Purse EUR €65,000. 

1. EDY DU POMMEREUX - Bounced back to form with a course win in this shoeing combination. Capable of 

going well. 

2. EL SANTO HAUFOR - Solid runner-up behind Eagle Meslois in a weaker course autostart. Place chance. 

3. FAVORI DE L'ITON - No threat before a DQ in this class here 49 days ago. Place chance if delivering best. 

4. DANDY DE GODREL - Improved placing at this track without shoes a fortnight ago. Not ruled out of a 

repeat. 

5. EFFIGIE ROYALE - Held eighth in an easier course walk up twelve days ago. Easy to leave. 

6. EAGLE MESLOIS - Improved success ahead of a few of these in a course autostart two weeks ago. Leading 

hope with pads on for the first time. 

7. FORUM MESLOIS - Eighth in a stronger course walk up 41 days ago. May improve eased in class. 

8. EILEEN - Seventh when sent off favourite in a better course walk up last month. Capable of going close. 

9. DJEMBE D'ORGERES - Good second in this grade before a DQ last month. Thereabouts. 

10. FANDANGO LA NUIT - Won two of three previous races including in a much higher grade. Top chance 

with an excellent record barefoot. 

11. ENZO D'ESSARTS - Fourth consecutive placings in similar company last month. Genuine contender with 

a good record at this trip. 

12. EADSHOT JOSSELYN - Held in previous couple of starts in this class. May find a few too strong. 

13. ELIOT D'AMBRI - Three-time course and distance winner who could sneak into a placing. 

14. CONCERTO COINTERIE - Worth forgiving a DQ last month with an honest record without shoes. Frame 

hope. 

15. DIABLO DE CAPONET - Scored in this standard here on penultimate outing. Among the major players. 

16. DEUS EX MACHINA - 3L eighth in this company here before an improved runner-up in an autostart. Place 

claims. 

Summary: A competitive driven event where FANDANGO LA NUIT (10) is taken to complete a double after 
winning in stronger walk up company. Top chance with a superb record barefoot. Among the main chances is 
ENZO D'ESSARTS (11) who has reached the frame four times in-a-row. Genuine hope at this favoured 
distance. DIABLO DE CAPONET (15) won at this level two starts ago and makes obvious appeal. Two to note 
for frame spots are EAGLE MESLOIS (6) and EDY DU POMMEREUX (1) after improved winning runs last 
time. Include. 

Selections 

FANDANGO LA NUIT (10) - ENZO D'ESSARTS (11) - DIABLO DE CAPONET (15) - EAGLE MESLOIS (6) 
- EDY DU POMMEREUX (1)  
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Race 8 - PRIX DE LA BEAUCE -  2100m MOBILE B50 Harness. Purse EUR €51,000. 

1. INSHOT JOSSELYN - Worth forgiving his previous couple of poor walk up runs. Excellent claims with a 

strong start to his autostart career previously.  

2. ICI PARIS EFJI - 0.75L second behind Ies We Kan in an easier course autostart last month. Place chance 

with shoes removed. 

3. IGUSKI SAUTONNE - Placed in all three autostarts but something to prove after back-to-back DQ. 

4. IRVING DE BAILLY - Four consecutive failures to complete tempers enthusiasm. Others preferred. 

5. ISEO DE LOU - Won three of six autostarts including in a weaker Cagnes-sur-Mer event earlier this month. 

Respected. 

6. IES WE KAN - Improved 0.75L success in a weaker course autostart last month. Each-way claims without 

shoes for the first time. 

7. IRON DE GINAI - Fourth on autostart debut in this class earlier in the campaign. Could improve. 

8. IMPACT JET - Sixth in both walk ups this term and prefer to watch on autostart debut. 

9. IBIKI DE HOUELLE - Consistent type with five placings from six efforts including a win in his sole autostart. 

Contender. 

10. IRON MAN DE HOERDT - Unplaced in all three autostarts. Look elsewhere. 

Summary: IBIKI DE HOUELLE (9) has reached the frame five times from six career runs including a victory 
on sole autostart. Top chance. INSHOT JOSSELYN (1) is expected to bounce back from a couple of poor 
walk ups with strong autostart form previously. Leading hope. ISEO DE LOU (5) and IES WE KAN (6) were 
both last time out winners who demand respect in a competitive affair. Include. 

Selections 

IBIKI DE HOUELLE (9) - INSHOT JOSSELYN (1) - ISEO DE LOU (5) - IES WE KAN (6)  
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Race 9 - PRIX DE COURTOMER -  2850m WALK-UP D105 RST E Monte. Purse EUR €44,000. 

1. GAYA MESLOISE - Dual mounted winner who ran second on previous mounted start at this level. Not ruled 

out. 

2. GARINCHA SPORT - Third behind a pair of these rivals in this grade two starts ago. Place hope. 

3. GINA DE TILOU - Beaten a long way in both mounted runs at this level since resuming. Hard to fancy. 

4. GET LOVELY DELO - No show in both mounted contests this term. Makes little appeal. 

5. AHURA MAZDA FONT - Impressive 7.5L victory on mounted debut at this level here. Tough to pass if 

replicating. 

6. ATTRAZIONE - Timoko debutante who is best watched unless attracting market support. 

7. GO TO DE HOUELLE - Fourth behind three of these here last month. In the mix. 

8. GRANITA BELLA - Hit the frame in previous three driven outings at this standard. No forlorn hope on 

mounted debut. 

9. GAETANE WOOD - Infrequent winner who has placed once from three mounted efforts. Others make more 

appeal. 

10. IES ELISABET - Down the field in an easier driven event on reappearance. Best watched on mounted 

debut. 

Summary: AHURA MAZDA FONT (5) impressed on mounted debut with an effortless 7.5L success in this 
grade. Expected to be tough to beat if able to replicate. GARINCHA SPORT (2) ran into the places two starts 
ago. Bold showing likely if delivering best mounted form. GO TO DE HOUELLE (7) was fourth behind the main 
selection in latest. Each-way claims. One to note is first-time mounted runner GRANITA BELLA (8). Keep safe 
for a good trainer and jockey combination. 

Selections 

AHURA MAZDA FONT (5) - GARINCHA SPORT (2) - GO TO DE HOUELLE (7) - GRANITA BELLA (8) 


